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NEW QUESTION 1
- (Exam Topic 1)
An application team uses an Amazon Aurora MySQL DB cluster with one Aurora Replica. The application team notices that the application read performance
degrades when user connections exceed 200. The number of user connections is typically consistent around 180. with occasional sudden increases above 200
connections. The application team wants the application to automatically scale as user demand increases or decreases.
Which solution will meet these requirements?

A. Migrate to a new Aurora multi-master DB cluste
B. Modify the application database connection string.
C. Modify the DB cluster by changing to serverless mode whenever user connections exceed 200.
D. Create an auto scaling policy with a target metric of 195 DatabaseConnections
E. Modify the DB cluster by increasing the Aurora Replica instance size.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 2
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company is partnering with an external vendor to provide data processing services. For this integration, the vendor must host the company's data in an Amazon
S3 bucket in the vendor's AWS account. The vendor is allowing the company to provide an AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) key to encrypt the
company's data. The vendor has provided an IAM role Amazon Resource Name (ARN) to the company for this integration.
What should a SysOps administrator do to configure this integration?

A. Create a new KMS ke
B. Add the vendor's IAM role ARN to the KMS key polic
C. Provide the new KMS key ARN to the vendor.
D. Create a new KMS ke
E. Create a new IAM use
F. Add the vendor's IAM role ARN to an inline policy that is attached to the IAM use
G. Provide the new IAM user ARN to the vendor.
H. Configure encryption using the KMS managed S3 ke
I. Add the vendor's IAM role ARN to the KMS managed S3 key polic
J. Provide the KMS managed S3 key ARN to the vendor.
K. Configure encryption using the KMS managed S3 ke
L. Create an S3 bucke
M. Add the vendor's IAM role ARN to the S3 bucket polic
N. Provide the S3 bucket ARN to the vendor.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 3
- (Exam Topic 1)
A SysOps administrator recently configured Amazon S3 Cross-Region Replication on an S3 bucket Which of the following does this feature replicate to the
destination S3 bucket by default?

A. Objects in the source S3 bucket for which the bucket owner does not have permissions
B. Objects that are stored in S3 Glacier
C. Objects that existed before replication was configured
D. Object metadata

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 4
- (Exam Topic 1)
A SysOps administrator has created a VPC that contains a public subnet and a private subnet. Amazon EC2 instances that were launched in the private subnet
cannot access the internet. The default network ACL is active on all subnets in the VPC, and all security groups allow all outbound traffic:
Which solution will provide the EC2 instances in the private subnet with access to the internet?

A. Create a NAT gateway in the public subne
B. Create a route from the private subnet to the NAT gateway.
C. Create a NAT gateway in the public subne
D. Create a route from the public subnet to the NAT gateway.
E. Create a NAT gateway in the private subne
F. Create a route from the public subnet to the NAT gateway.
G. Create a NAT gateway in the private subne
H. Create a route from the private subnet to the NAT gateway.

Answer: A

Explanation: 
NAT Gateway resides in public subnet, and traffic should be routed from private subnet to NAT Gateway: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/vpc/latest/userguide/vpc-
nat-gateway.html

NEW QUESTION 5
- (Exam Topic 1)
A large company is using AWS Organizations to manage its multi-account AWS environment. According to company policy, all users should have read-level
access to a particular Amazon S3 bucket in a central account. The S3 bucket data should not be available outside the organization. A SysOps administrator must
set up the permissions and add a bucket policy to the S3 bucket.
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Which parameters should be specified to accomplish this in the MOST efficient manner?

A. Specify "' as the principal and PrincipalOrgld as a condition.
B. Specify all account numbers as the principal.
C. Specify PrincipalOrgld as the principal.
D. Specify the organization's management account as the principal.

Answer: A

Explanation: 
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/control-access-to-aws-resources-by-using-the-aws-organization-of-iam-p

NEW QUESTION 6
- (Exam Topic 1)
An organization is running multiple applications for their customers. Each application is deployed by running a base AWS CloudFormation template that configures
a new VPC. All applications are run in the same AWS account and AWS Region. A SysOps administrator has noticed that when trying to deploy the same AWS
CloudFormation stack, it fails to deploy. What is likely to be the problem?

A. The Amazon Machine image used is not available in that region.
B. The AWS CloudFormation template needs to be updated to the latest version.
C. The VPC configuration parameters have changed and must be updated in the template.
D. The account has reached the default limit for VPCs allowed.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 7
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company’s SysOps administrator regularly checks the AWS Personal Health Dashboard in each of the company’s accounts. The accounts are part of an
organization in AWS Organizations. The company recently added 10 more accounts to the organization. The SysOps administrator must consolidate the alerts
from each account’s Personal Health Dashboard.
Which solution will meet this requirement with the LEAST amount of effort?

A. Enable organizational view in AWS Health.
B. Configure the Personal Health Dashboard in each account to forward events to a central AWS CloudTrail log.
C. Create an AWS Lambda function to query the AWS Health API and to write all events to an Amazon DynamoDB table.
D. Use the AWS Health API to write events to an Amazon DynamoDB table.

Answer: A

Explanation: 
Enabling the organizational view in AWS Health will allow the SysOps administrator to consolidate the alerts from each account’s Personal Health Dashboard. It
will also provide the administrator with a single view of all the accounts in the organization, allowing them to easily monitor the health of all the accounts in the
organization.
Reference:
[1] https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/organizational-view-health-dashboard/

NEW QUESTION 8
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company is trying to connect two applications. One application runs in an on-premises data center that has a hostname of hostl .onprem.private. The other
application runs on an Amazon EC2 instance that has a hostname of hostl.awscloud.private. An AWS Site-to-Site VPN connection is in place between the on-
premises network and AWS.
The application that runs in the data center tries to connect to the application that runs on the EC2 instance, but DNS resolution fails. A SysOps administrator must
implement DNS resolution between on-premises and AWS resources.
Which solution allows the on-premises application to resolve the EC2 instance hostname?

A. Set up an Amazon Route 53 inbound resolver endpoint with a forwarding rule for the onprem.private hosted zon
B. Associate the resolver with the VPC of the EC2 instanc
C. Configure the on-premises DNS resolver to forward onprem.private DNS queries to the inbound resolver endpoint.
D. Set up an Amazon Route 53 inbound resolver endpoin
E. Associate the resolver with the VPC of the EC2 instanc
F. Configure the on-premises DNS resolver to forward awscloud.private DNS queries to the inbound resolver endpoint.
G. Set up an Amazon Route 53 outbound resolver endpoint with a forwarding rule for the onprem.private hosted zon
H. Associate the resolver with the AWS Region of the EC2 instanc
I. Configure theon-premises DNS resolver to forward onprem.private DNS queries to the outbound resolver endpoint.
J. Set up an Amazon Route 53 outbound resolver endpoin
K. Associate the resolver with the AWS Region of the EC2 instanc
L. Configure the on-premises DNS resolver to forward awscloud.private DNS queries to the outbound resolver endpoint.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 9
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company is undergoing an external audit of its systems, which run wholly on AWS. A SysOps administrator must supply documentation of Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) compliance for the infrastructure managed by AWS.
Which set of action should the SysOps administrator take to meet this requirement?

A. Download the applicable reports from the AWS Artifact portal and supply these to the auditors.
B. Download complete copies of the AWS CloudTrail log files and supply these to the auditors.
C. Download complete copies of the AWS CloudWatch logs and supply these to the auditors.
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D. Provide the auditors with administrative access to the production AWS account so that the auditors can determine compliance.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 10
- (Exam Topic 1)
A SysOps administrator needs to automate the invocation of an AWS Lambda function. The Lambda function must run at the end of each day to generate a report
on data that is stored in an Amazon S3 bucket.
What is the MOST operationally efficient solution that meets these requirements?

A. Create an Amazon EventBridge {Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule that has an event pattern for Amazon S3 and the Lambda function as a target.
B. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule that has a schedule and the Lambda function as a target.
C. Create an S3 event notification to invoke the Lambda function whenever objects change in the S3 bucket.
D. Deploy an Amazon EC2 instance with a cron job to invoke the Lambda function.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 11
- (Exam Topic 1)
A Sysops administrator needs to configure automatic rotation for Amazon RDS database credentials. The credentials must rotate every 30 days. The solution must
integrate with Amazon RDS.
Which solution will meet these requirements with the LEAST operational overhead?

A. Store the credentials in AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store as a secure strin
B. Configure automatic rotation with a rotation interval of 30 days.
C. Store the credentials in AWS Secrets Manage
D. Configure automatic rotation with a rotation interval of 30 days.
E. Store the credentials in a file in an Amazon S3 bucke
F. Deploy an AWS Lambda function to automatically rotate the credentials every 30 days.
G. Store the credentials in AWS Secrets Manage
H. Deploy an AWS Lambda function to automatically rotate the credentials every 30 days.

Answer: B

Explanation: 
Storing the credentials in AWS Secrets Manager and configuring automatic rotation with a rotation interval of 30 days is the most efficient way to meet the
requirements with the least operational overhead. AWS Secrets Manager automatically rotates the credentials at the specified interval, so there is no need for an
additional AWS Lambda function or manual rotation. Additionally, Secrets Manager is integrated with Amazon RDS, so the credentials can be easily used with the
RDS database.

NEW QUESTION 12
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company's customers are reporting increased latency while accessing static web content from Amazon S3 A SysOps administrator observed a very high rate of
read operations on a particular S3 bucket
What will minimize latency by reducing load on the S3 bucket?

A. Migrate the S3 bucket to a region that is closer to end users' geographic locations
B. Use cross-region replication to replicate all of the data to another region
C. Create an Amazon CloudFront distribution with the S3 bucket as the origin.
D. Use Amazon ElastiCache to cache data being served from Amazon S3

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 13
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company is planning to host its stateful web-based applications on AWS A SysOps administrator is using an Auto Scaling group of Amazon EC2 instances The
web applications will run 24 hours a day 7 days a week throughout the year The company must be able to change the instance type within the same instance
family later in the year based on the traffic and usage patterns
Which EC2 instance purchasing option will meet these requirements MOST cost-effectively?

A. Convertible Reserved Instances
B. On-Demand instances
C. Spot instances
D. Standard Reserved instances

Answer: A

Explanation: 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ri-convertible-exchange.html

NEW QUESTION 14
- (Exam Topic 1)
With the threat of ransomware viruses encrypting and holding company data hostage, which action should be taken to protect an Amazon S3 bucket?

A. Deny Pos
B. Pu
C. and Delete on the bucket.
D. Enable server-side encryption on the bucket.
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E. Enable Amazon S3 versioning on the bucket.
F. Enable snapshots on the bucket.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 15
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company is managing multiple AWS accounts in AWS Organizations The company is reviewing internal security of Its AWS environment The company's security
administrator has their own AWS account and wants to review the VPC configuration of developer AWS accounts
Which solution will meet these requirements in the MOST secure manner?

A. Create an IAM policy in each developer account that has read-only access related to VPC resources Assign the policy to an IAM user Share the user
credentials with the security administrator
B. Create an IAM policy in each developer account that has administrator access to all Amazon EC2 actions, including VPC actions Assign the policy to an IAM
user Share the user credentials with the security administrator
C. Create an IAM policy in each developer account that has administrator access related to VPC resources Assign the policy to a cross-account IAM role Ask the
security administrator to assume the role from their account
D. Create an IAM policy m each developer account that has read-only access related to VPC resources Assign the policy to a cross-account IAM role Ask the
security administrator to assume the role from their account

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 16
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company's SysOps administrator deploys a public Network Load Balancer (NLB) in front of the company's web application. The web application does not use
any Elastic IP addresses. Users must access the web application by using the company's domain name. The SysOps administrator needs to configure Amazon
Route 53 to route traffic to the NLB.
Which solution will meet these requirements MOST cost-effectively?

A. Create a Route 53 AAAA record for the NLB.
B. Create a Route 53 alias record for the NLB.
C. Create a Route 53 CAA record for the NLB.
D. Create a Route 53 CNAME record for the NLB.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 17
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company recently migrated its application to a VPC on AWS. An AWS Site-to-Site VPN connection connects the company’s on-premises network to the VPC.
The application retrieves customer data from another system that resides on premises. The application uses an on-premises DNS server to resolve domain
records. After the migration, the application is not able to connect to the customer data because of name resolution errors.
Which solution will give the application the ability to resolve the internal domain names?

A. Launch EC2 instances in the VP
B. On the EC2 instances, deploy a custom DNS forwarder that forwards all DNS requests to the on-premises DNS serve
C. Create an Amazon Route 53 private hosted zone that uses the EC2 instances for name servers.
D. Create an Amazon Route 53 Resolver outbound endpoin
E. Configure the outbound endpoint to forward DNS queries against the on-premises domain to the on-premises DNS server.
F. Set up two AWS Direct Connect connections between the AWS environment and the on-premises networ
G. Set up a link aggregation group (LAG) that includes the two connection
H. Change the VPC resolver address to point to the on-premises DNS server.
I. Create an Amazon Route 53 public hosted zone for the on-premises domai
J. Configure the network ACLs to forward DNS requests against the on-premises domain to the Route 53 public hosted zone.

Answer: B

Explanation: 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/zh_tw/Route53/latest/DeveloperGuide/resolver-forwarding-outbound-queries.html

NEW QUESTION 18
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company has a compliance requirement that no security groups can allow SSH ports to be open to all IP addresses. A SysOps administrator must implement a
solution that will notify the company's SysOps team when a security group rule violates this requirement. The solution also must remediate the security group rule
automatically.
Which solution will meet these requirements?

A. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule that invokes an AWS Lambda function when a security group change
B. Configure the Lambda function to evaluate the security group for compliance, remove all inbound security group rules on all ports, and notify the SysOps team if
the security group is noncompliant.
C. Create an AWS CloudTrail metric filter for security group change
D. Create an Amazon CloudWatch alarm to notify the SysOps team through an Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic when (he metric is
greater than 0. Subscribe an AWS Lambda function to the SNS topic to remediate the security group rule by removing the rule.
E. Activate the AWS Config restricted-ssh managed rul
F. Add automatic remediation to the AWS Config rule by using the AWS Systems Manager Automation AWS DisablePublicAccessForSecurityGroup runboo
G. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule to notify the SysOps team when the rule is noncompliant.
H. Create an AWS CloudTrail metric filter for security group change
I. Create an Amazon CloudWatch alarm for when the metric is greater than 0. Add an AWS Systems Manager action to the CloudWatch alarm to suspend the
security group by using the Systems Manager Automation AWS-DisablePublicAccessForSecurityGroup runbook when the alarm is in ALARM stat
J. Add an Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic as a second target to notify the SysOps team.
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 19
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company is deploying a third-party unit testing solution that is delivered as an Amazon EC2 Amazon Machine Image (AMI). All system configuration data is
stored in Amazon DynamoDB. The testing results are stored in Amazon S3.
A minimum of three EC2 instances are required to operate the product. The company's testing team wants to use an additional three EC2 Instances when the Spot
Instance prices are at a certain threshold. A SysOps administrator must Implement a highly available solution that provides this functionality.
Which solution will meet these requirements with the LEAST operational overhead?

A. Define an Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling group by using a launch configuratio
B. Use the provided AMI In the launch configuratio
C. Configure three On-Demand Instances and three Spot Instance
D. Configure a maximum Spot Instance price In the launch configuration.
E. Define an Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling group by using a launch templat
F. Use the provided AMI in the launch templat
G. Configure three On-Demand Instances and three Spot Instance
H. Configure a maximum Spot Instance price In the launch template.
I. Define two Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling groups by using launch configuration
J. Use the provided AMI in the launch configuration
K. Configure three On-Demand Instances for one Auto Scaling grou
L. Configure three Spot Instances for the other Auto Scaling grou
M. Configure a maximum Spot Instance price in the launch configuration for the Auto Scaling group that has Spot Instances.
N. Define two Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling groups by using launch template
O. Use the provided AMI in the launch template
P. Configure three On-DemandInstances for one Auto Scaling grou
Q. Configure three Spot Instances for the other Auto Scaling grou
R. Configure a maximum Spot Instance price in the launch template for the Auto Scaling group that has Spot Instances.

Answer: A

Explanation: 

 https://docs.aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/ec2/userguide/LaunchTemplates.html

 https://docs.aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/ec2/userguide/LaunchConfiguration.html

NEW QUESTION 20
- (Exam Topic 1)
A company hosts an application on an Amazon EC2 instance in a single AWS Region. The application requires support for non-HTTP TCP traffic and HTTP traffic.
The company wants to deliver content with low latency by leveraging the AWS network. The company also wants to implement an Auto Scaling group with an
Elastic Load Balancer.
How should a SysOps administrator meet these requirements?

A. Create an Auto Scaling group with an Application Load Balancer (ALB). Add an Amazon CloudFront distribution with the ALB as the origin.
B. Create an Auto Scaling group with an Application Load Balancer (ALB). Add an accelerator with AWS Global Accelerator with the ALB as an endpoint.
C. Create an Auto Scaling group with a Network Load Balancer (NLB). Add an Amazon CloudFront distribution with the NLB as the origin.
D. Create an Auto Scaling group with a Network Load Balancer (NLB). Add an accelerator with AWS Global Accelerator with the NLB as an endpoint.

Answer: D

Explanation: 
AWS Global Accelerator and Amazon CloudFront are separate services that use the AWS global network and its edge locations around the world. CloudFront
improves performance for both cacheable content (such as images and videos) and dynamic content (such as API acceleration and dynamic site delivery). Global
Accelerator improves performance for a wide range of applications over TCP or UDP by proxying packets at the edge to applications running in one or more AWS
Regions. Global Accelerator is a good fit for non-HTTP use cases, such as gaming (UDP), IoT (MQTT), or Voice over IP, as well as for HTTP use cases that
specifically require static IP addresses or deterministic, fast regional failover. Both services integrate with AWS Shield for DDoS protection.
https://medium.com/awesome-cloud/aws-difference-between-application-load-balancer-and-network-load-balan https://aws.amazon.com/global-
accelerator/faqs/?nc1=h_ls

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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